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SEPTEMBER 2022
&NEWS    VIEWS

Fall Conference and
Annual Membership

Meeting
By Rebecca Ries

Please take note of the registration form and the agenda
for the Fall Conference and Annual Membership Meeting.
The conference is packed with a great and diverse group of
speakers that you won’t want to miss. We will be electing at
least two directors as Pat Ries and Mike Van Dyn Hoven’s
term are expiring. You may have noticed that the position for
the fifth director has been vacant for some time. Depending
upon the current board’s search for that position, another
director may also be elected at the membership meeting. There
are also important National Bison Association matters that
will be discussed at the membership meeting.

Tanya Holcomb and Mandy Hein have worked hard to
find us a beautiful meeting location and plan yummy menus.
The registration fee includes the conference, appetizers at the
Friday social, Saturday continental breakfast, Saturday bison
burger bar lunch and Saturday bison pasta dinner. An open
bar will be available. Mimosas, beer and wine anyone?

And, of course, the best part of a statewide conference is
the chance to catch up with old bison friends, meet a few new
bison friends and simply have a good time. Hope to see you
there.

Note: Agenda and Registration Form can be found in this
newsletter.

mailto:rholcomb4313@me.com
mailto:hein@gmail.com
mailto:hein@gmail.com
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President’s Message
By Rob Holcomb

There is a hint of coolness in the air, fall, just around the corner and how fast it seems
to have come upon us all.  It seems like yesterday we all had those little cinnamon colored
calves running all over the place. Now the corn stalks are at their peaks, some of us have
had hay crops taken off twice and the hopes of getting a third one is just around the bend.
It is truly a great time of year. Round-ups are getting planned and underway, and all the

little projects from the summer are getting finished up. Bison farming at its finest. We are all very fortunate to
have the opportunity to raise the healthiest red meat on the planet in the most sustainable way possible. The
opportunities are truly endless with the bison industry. From farmers markets to restaurants, specialty meat
markets, to online sales, from farm to table, to selling right from the farm. The ability to grow your business
however you want is what the bison industry gives to each of us.

Each time I walk out in the fields with these magnificent creatures that God created,
I am reminded that each of us have the ability to impact the lives of so many people by
introducing them to the great taste and health benefits of Bison. The Wisconsin Bison
Producers Association and your board are working to bring awareness within our state
at the local and state levels, putting together as many educational opportunities as possible
and holding fall annual meetings that will be packed with lots of great information. It
truly takes all the members coming together to share ideas, suggestions, and opportunities
that each of you may have to make the association fantastic. Each of your board members
continue to work hard on providing information to the members. The NBA is continuing
to build on the strength of regions as well by moving meetings and ranch tours to regional
locations. We need your participation at meetings and your thoughts and ideas to help
us all continue to grow the Wisconsin Bison Producers Association and we look forward to seeing you all at the
Fall Conference this October 28th-30th in Wausau at the Hilton Garden Inn.

Ranch Tour: W1930 Trout Ave, Rib Lake, WI 54470
By Rob and Tanya Holcomb

It was just over five years ago that we had the idea to raise bison as a hobby and supplement our lifestyle with
the healthiest red meat on the planet. We were blessed at the time from a farmer selling off his 42 acres which
gave us the opportunity to start out with our first 10 bison and one beautiful bull that we got from Heartland Bison.
The whole time we were thinking, we have plenty of room for growth and it will take us years to get to the point
where will have to think about finding more property. Well, fast forward five years and we are at 65 Bison and
just purchased a new ranch 40 minutes to the north in Rib Lake. We had the opportunity to find 118 acres to, in
essence, start from scratch and expand the operations. We are now in the process of moving our facilities from
Stratford, Wisconsin to Rib Lake.

 This has been a major undertaking to say the least. We are putting in fencing, waterers, corral
systems………you name it, we are doing it. We are taking what we have learned over the last five years and trying
some new things as well as some proven ways of raising bison.

We have gone to new fencing style using fiberglass posts, to Ritchie Waterers and looking at new ways to
make it easier to handle bison. Our ranch is just getting started and we are happy to share with each of you where
we have progressed and will hold our ranch tour October 30th from 9:00 a.m. to noon. We would love to have you
come up, share ideas with us and frankly tell us what you think. We will be able to have an open book for you to
show you our costs of materials and what our expenses have been doing 118 acres of bison farm.  We look forward
to having you all at the farm.
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Wisconsin Bison Producers Association (WBPA)
Fall Conference and Annual Membership Meeting

October 28-30. 2022
Hilton Garden Inn Wausau

151401 County Road NN, Wausau, WI 54401           715-298-5775

Agenda

October 28, 2022 (Friday)
 7:00 pm to 9:00 pm Social – Appetizers provided. Cash bar.

October 29, 2022 (Saturday)
 8:00am to 9:00 am  Registration

9:00 am to 10:00 am  Traceability: Tracking Your Animal Health
by George Owen, HerdDogg
George Owen is the Program Manager for Beef & Bison at HerdDogg. HerdDogg
works with producers and species of all shapes and sizes. Whether you have a
small herd or large herd of bison — HerdDogg delivers a hardware and software
solution designed for you. HerdDogg can boost efficiency, lower costs, and
improve animal welfare through early detection and in-field identification.
HerdDogg’s powerful combination of DoggTags and DoggBone Bluetooth®-to-
cellular reader is the only Bluetooth® livestock system on the market today. We
provide producers with a low-cost, high-quality technology offering a plug-and-
play solution to monitor and gather livestock data, day and night, in the field or in
the barn at a read range of more than 100 yards.

10:00 am to 11:00 am What Do Your Numbers Say?
by Sara Maass-Pate
Sara Maass-Pate is a Farm Business Instructor at Fox Valley Technical College.
Sara’s family are pioneers in the bison industry in Wisconsin, being one of the
first to raise bison in the state. Sara has lectured on many farming topics including
how to look at your bottom line and are you making any money?

11:00 am to noon Pasture Management:  Manage Your Pastures to Increase Animal
Production, Health and Performance
by Paul Daigle, Water and Land Solutions LLC.
Paul Daigle is the owner of Water and Land Solutions LLC. His company
provides professional leadership and project management services in Land
management.  He led the Conservation Services programs for 12 years in
Marathon County Wisconsin which continue to protect and enhance Marathon
County’s land and environment. Paul has an advisory position with GrassWorks,
Inc., Wisconsin Land and Water Conservation Association, and Central
Wisconsin River Graziers Network. Paul received his Bachelor of Science Degree
in 1985, from UW Stevens Point, with a Major in Watershed Management and a
Minor in Soil Science.  He is also a State Licensed Soil Scientist and Hydrologist.



Noon to 1:00 pm  Lunch – Burger bar with all the toppings

1:00 pm to 1:45 pm Agriculture in Wisconsin – Current Trends by NCRS
.

1:45 pm to 2:45 pm Our Competitors: Meat Purchasing Decisions
by Robby Weyker, Kerry Group
Robby Weyker grew up in a bison family and is a bison owner himself. He is a
Meat Research scientist with the global food company, Kerry Group. Recently he
has worked with plant based alternative meat. From bison to grass fed beef to
alternative meat, why and how do consumers choose their proteins?

            2:45 pm to 3:00 pm Break

3:00 pm to 5:00 pm Membership Meeting
6:00 pm to ?? Dinner – Pasta Bar

Dinner Speaker Jim Matheson, Executive Director of the National Bison
Association

October 30, 2022 (Sunday)
9:00 am to 11:00 am Ranch Tour, Rob and Tanya Holcomb. W1930 Trout Ave, Rib Lake, WI. 54470.

BISON QUICHE

½ lb ground bison 2  Tbs cornstarch
1/3 cup green onion, chopped ½  lb grated Swiss or mild cheddar cheese
½ cup real mayonnaise Dash of pepper
½ cup milk 1  Tbs Worcestershire sauce
2 eggs

Cook ground bison in skillet. Mix rest of ingredients and pour over meat in pie shell. Bake at 350 F for 50
minutes.

in Connie’s Kitchencook ngwhat’s
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Planning A Vacation?
Add A Bison Side Trip

By Rebecca Ries
We used to travel for business A LOT!! During

that time, we traveled for pleasure almost never. But
wherever we went BB (before bison) we sought out
bison ranches to learn what we could in order to take
the plunge and become bison farmers ourselves.

Nowadays we travel for business almost never
and try to travel for pleasure as much as we can. Not
surprising to all of you bison lovers, we still search
out bison ranches wherever we go. Bison ranchers
are generally so hospitable and open to a visit from
a fellow bison farmer. Sometimes, however, it’s fun
to see bison roaming free or at least free-ish. So where
can you go to see bison in their natural habitat? Here’s
a just a few ideas. There are many, many more.

Yellowstone National Park www.nps.gov
Located mostly in Wyoming with some extending

into Montana and Idaho, Yellowstone is the only
place in the continental
United States where
bison have been grazing
uninterrupted since
prehistoric times.
Yellowstone is home to a
herd of almost 5,000. The
number of tourists in the
summer may be
challenging but the

beauty is worth the crowds. For best results year-
round viewing, head to the park’s Hayden and Lamar
valleys. In the winter, you might also have luck
around warm hydrothermal features.

National Bison Range www.bisonrange.org
To the north in Montana the National Bison

Range, run by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, has
been a safe haven for bison — and other native
animals including elk, black bears and pronghorn —
since 1908. Although the bison population is 10
percent or less than that of Yellowstone at 350-500,
Fish & Wildlife keeps a close eye on its shaggy
residents.

Start at the visitor center, where you can get the
rundown on recent bison activity, and then get back

Bison on Catalina Island

in the car to see the refuge via the one-mile West
Loop drive, where you can often see bison in the
summertime, the 14-mile Prairie Drive or the 19-mile
Red Sleep Mountain Drive, which winds its way up
2,000 feet in elevation to breathtaking views.

Theodore Roosevelt National Park www.nps.gov
The Theodore Roosevelt National Park lies in

western North Dakota, where the Great Plains meet
the rugged Badlands. Located just outside the little
town of Medora, this park is one of the country’s most
under-appreciated gems: with a herd of 200-400 bison
in the South Unit and 100-300 in the North Unit. You
won’t have to fight crowds there — especially not
early in the morning, when the bison are on the move,
and you can find family groups or lone bulls around
every other corner on Scenic Loop Drive in the South
Unit.

The Henry Mountain Bison Herd
www.capitolreef.org

Located in Utah and managed by the State of
Utah, the Henry Mountain Bison Herd is one of only
four free-roaming genetically pure herds on lands in
North America. There are between 250 to 400 bison
roaming over 300,000 acres.

Antelope Island State Park www.utah.com
Also in Utah, Antelope Island is a 42-square mile

is the largest of ten islands located within the Great
Salt Lake. It’s accessible by a 7-mile causeway.
Antelope Island is home to a herd of about 700 easy-
to-spot bison. The ancestors of this herd have roamed
freely on the island since 1893, making it the second
oldest publicly owned bison herd in the nation.

Rocky Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge
www.fws.gov

Only 8 miles from downtown Denver, the Rocky
Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge is home
to a small herd – about 90 - of wild bison. On 15,000
acres of prairie, wetland and woodland habitat,
spotting the herd might be a challenge but worth the
effort.

Catalina Island www.visitcatalinaisland.com
In 1924, 14 bison were brought to Catalina Island

off the coast of California for the filming of a movie.
At one point the bison herd grew to about 600
animals. Today, there are about 150 bison.
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Wisconsin State Fair
By Al Weyker

What a great event for all of us to enjoy. As you
well know, our Wisconsin Bison Producers
Association has a booth in the Wisconsin Products
Pavilion. Andy Tenaglia from Lagniappe Brasserie
and his staff man the booth for the ten days of the fair.
His menu has the famous Buffalo Burrito and the
delicious Buffalo Sliced Shoulder Sandwich. Andy
prepares the shoulder clod with his own spices mixes
and cooks them in a SuosVide for 12 to 14 hours. The
clod stays pink inside and crusted on the outside
making it so delicious and tender. The slices are
layered on a bun with his own au jus making that
sandwich a must at the fair. The attendance was up at
the fair, but not to the level pre-COVID. In 2019 there
were over one million that attended our state fair. The
sales were up from last year, but not to the level of
2019.

One of the things we did was watch our
grandchildren show their Holstein steers, for the first
time at the state fair. We also watched our other two
granddaughters who helped their other grandpa show
pigs. It was a real treat for us.

2022 Notice Of
Assessment

By Patrick Ries
Our Township recently sent out a letter stating that

they completed revaluation of all real property. With
that letter, they provided a notice of assessment for
each of the parcels we own. Normally, the changes in
assessment value are not too large. However, since
they hadn’t done this for 16 years, some of assessed
values appeared to be excessive.

For one of our 40 acre parcels, the assessed value
went from $8,700 to $19,200. This is a parcel that is
completely fenced in and has no improvements. Since
this was a substantial increase, I went to the open book
to find out why the assessment had changed by so
much. The assessor provided his worksheet for this
parcel. It showed 12 acres classified as 3rd grade
tillable and 28.71 acres as Swamp 3. Who knew there
were different grades of Swamp?

I explained to the assessor that this entire 40 acre
parcel is fenced and is used for pasture. This 10
minute conversation resulted in the assessor changing
the assessment for this parcel to $3,700. It appears
that I should have challenged the assessment several
years ago. I’ve done this for are other parcels as well.
The assessments were all reduced. In any case, I
anticipate that this reduction in the assessment will
result in a reduction of our real estate tax bill for these
parcels. By how much, I won’t know until the
Township determines what the 2022 tax rate will be.

It pays to review these notices closely. While in
this case, I guess the reduction in the real estate tax
bill will be several hundred dollars. Considering that
this assessment will be used over a number of years,
this small savings can result into something
significant over time.

While I am not an expert on tax assessments, it
does pay to review these notices when received.

1527 Georgia Ave.
Sheboygan, WI 53081
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Highlights Of  The
Inflation Reduction Act

By Mandy Hein

The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) was signed by
the President on August 16, 2022.  This 730-page bill
contains many provisions thus this summary is not
intended to be an all-inclusive summary but rather a
highlight of the provisions I think are most applicable
to us as individuals and small business owners here in
Wisconsin. Healthcare and clean energy are at the
forefront of this bill.

The IRA further built on the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) and the American Rescue Plan (ARP) to lower
costs and expand coverage. ARP expanded premium
assistance for ACA coverage through 2022 by
expanding the eligibility thresholds and extending
premium tax credit to taxpayers above 400% of the
federal poverty line. This provision made health
coverage more affordable especially in rural areas like
many we have here in Wisconsin. The uninsured rate
among rural Americans decreased 8%. IRA extended
this provision through 2025. The IRA also lowered
prescription drug costs for seniors by capping out of
pocket costs and providing a number of free vaccines.

Clean energy has a significant focus in the IRA.
The three areas I think are most applicable to the
average American are: Nonbusiness Energy Credit,
Residential Clean Energy Credit and Clean Vehicle
Credits.

The Nonbusiness Energy Credit was previously
identified as the Residential Energy Credit and was
subject to a lifetime limit of $500 and improvements
had to have been made to your primary residence to
qualify. The new Nonbusiness Energy Credit is subject
to a credit of up to $1,200 per taxpayer per year in lieu
of the lifetime cap and improvements need not be to a
primary residence. A $2,000 annual credit also applied
to purchases of specified heat pumps, water heaters,

biomass stoves and boilers. The Nonbusiness Energy
Credit is for property placed in service after December
31, 2022. Purchases eligible for credit include home
energy audits, exterior doors, exterior windows and
skylights, central AC, water heaters, and furnaces.
There is a maximum credit amount for each “type” of
property so be sure to check with your tax preparer for
details.

IRA also extended the Residential Clean Energy
Credit through 2032.  Though available in 2022, the
increased credit (30% vs 26%) is available for property
placed in service after December 31, 2022. The credit
applies to solar hot water systems, fuel cell systems,
small wind energy systems, geothermal heat pumps,
and biomass fuel property.

The last credit I wanted to touch on is the Clean
Vehicle Credits (Plug-in Electric Vehicle Credits)
which have been expanded to include previously
owned vehicles.  In many rural areas these vehicles are
currently not practical thus I will not go into detail here
but if you are interested in purchasing an electric
vehicle I certainly recommend reaching out to your
dealer as well as your tax preparer!

The predecessor to the Inflation Reduction Act –
Build Back Better – had provisions that are not
included in the IRA. Sometimes what is not in a bill
is as notable as what is in it. The following are a couple
of the hot topics of the Build Back Better plan that did
not make it into the IRA.

�� Increased tax rates for high income taxpayers
�� Increased long term capital gains rates
�� Changes to estate and gift tax limitations
�� Changes to corporate income tax rates
�� Changes to 1031 like kind exchange rules
�� Expansion of the net investment income tax
�� Changes to the state and local tax limitation for

those who itemize deductions
�� Increases to child tax and earned income credits
I hope you found this summary helpful! Additional

information can be found at  www.whitehouse.gov as
well as www.irs.gov.

October 13-14 3rd Annual Bison Worker Safety & Herd Health Roundtable,
Rapid City, SD

October 28-30 WBPA Fall Conference and Membership Meeting
November 5 57th Annual Custer State Park Fall Classic, Custer, SD’
November 25-26 MnBA’s Legends of the Fall Banquet & Auction, Albany, MN
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Are You Thinking About
Being A Bison Producer?

By Tanya Holcomb

Are you new into the bison business or thinking
about getting started but not sure how to? Rob and I
started our love for the bison in 2015 and the Lord
blessed us in 2018 with our first bred heifer herd. Prior
to the herd arriving, there was quite a bit of
preparation. I recall attending a holistic management
course and networking with other bison ranchers.
Additionally, our family went to the winter and
summer NBA conferences. I would glean from other
bison ranchers and asked so many questions.

If you are thinking about getting into the business,
I recommend finding a mentor. This does not have to
be a formal relationship, but someone that you can call
or text to ask questions. When you ask questions, there
might be terminology that you don’t understand, but
just keep asking.

First, I would suggest a business plan or attend the
holistic management course. This will help you
identify your source of income and whether you want
to produce breeding stock or sell meat, what your goals
are, your inputs and expected outputs. Do you have
enough land? Do you have laborers to help you?
Prepare a budget and obtain quotes on fencing, water
supply, livestock, etc.

Once you get through the planning stage, you are
ready to execute. We built our own fence. It was not
easy, but it was a family project the summer of 2018.
We developed a relationship with two ranchers; one
in the western part of the state of Wisconsin and one
in North Dakota. We purchased our first 10 bred
heifers from North Dakota and had them delivered. I
will never forget the day they came off the trailer. It
was like a dream come true for us. That next spring
proved very fruitful for us as we had a 100% calving
rate and our herd doubled very quickly.

We have continued to build relationships with
other ranchers and have shared ideas. Our friends and
family have gotten involved in our business and love
to help us. We have learned valuable lessons the hard
way. Today, we are 65 bison strong with 5 being
harvested this fall. We have sources for our meat sales.
We want to give back to help new producers be
successful. Please reach out to Rob and I if we can be
of any assistance to you.

Self-Standing Gates
By Mike Maass

Moving our cow/calf herd from one pasture to
another with an open space in between can be risky
without a proper setup. In years past, we used to line
up our cattle trailer, portable feed bunks and some
gates in between the two pastures to move the animals.
I came across these portable, self-standing gates online
and decided to purchase a few to try out.

We haven’t looked back since! They are easy to
pick up and move with a skid steer, heavy duty, and
work great for both separating pens and forming a
runway in between pastures when moving the herd.
When we don’t need
them, they sit off to
the side down our
lane out of the way
and we don’t have to
worry about them
tipping over or
blowing away.

Skull Art
Your Skull or Mine

Call Sue Friend
920-222-9474
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Tornados –
Not Just in Kansas

By Mike Maass

The evening of June 15, 2022, a few EF-1 tornados
came through our area causing a lot of damage to our
farm and several properties in the neighborhood. We
lost a lot of large trees in our front yard; one grain bin
was dented beyond repair; while our wet bin also got
dented from the wind, but was repairable. A few
buildings got dented from flying debris but nothing
major was done to any of our buildings at the farm.
At my son’s place down the road, his two large silos
tipped over and the trusses of his shed all cracked in
half.

In the neighborhood, several silo roofs blew off,
sheds and barns blown over, trees and power lines
snapped off, and one house was taken out too.
Fortunately, no one got hurt!

Power was out for four days but luckily, we have
a large enough generator at the farm to power our
freezers, well, and many other things to save our meat
supply and keep the animals hydrated. Having lights
turn on with a flip of a switch is something we all take
for granted we learned quickly. Although we knew
the storm was coming that day and we were prepared
with sharped chain saws and equipment ready for
pushing trees out of roads, we were not prepared for

being without power that long or the extent of damage
this storm left behind.

A shout out to our insurance agent Kyle Lange at
American Family Insurance for being very helpful in
this time of need! Our grain bin is down, new concrete
is poured, and the new bin will be up in this next week
or so and ready for this year’s harvested crop. As for
the trees, we carried them to our back pasture on a pile
and let the animals have some fun with them as they
dried before separating the large pieces out for
firewood.

Lessons we learned would be to have a back-up
plan for your back up plan! Also, keep your insurance
up-to-date by fine tuning the details as your farm
changes and prices fluctuate over time.
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Wet Pasture?
Plant Some Trees

By Rebecca Ries
Over the years we’ve had many “helpful” farm

neighbors wanting to clear our property of
troublesome trees and bushes. Nothing will make
Pat’s blood pressure go up a few points more than all
this unsolicited “help”.  We like the brushy fence
rows for wildlife habitat. And we especially like the
water-loving trees and bushes in the wet areas of our
pastures.

We learned by dumb luck how a big willow will
dry out a wet area. I love weeping willows because
they remind me of being a kid at my Grandpa’s lake
cottage. I remembered how they grew so close to the
lake, sometimes even a little under water. I decided
to use that old memory and planted a weeping willow
in an area of our lawn that was so wet in spring that
we couldn’t mow. In only a couple of years that
problem lawn dried up the tree grew and grew.

We’ve gotten to know an arborist over the years
and he agrees that part of the problems farmers have
with wet areas is due to the removal of woody
vegetation. Big trees that grow fast usually take up
massive amounts of water. While the willow in our
yard worked miracles, a yard is a small area. We think
the concept will work on a larger scale with more
trees so last year we started planting willows around
some of our wet pastures. Ask us in a couple of years
how the experiment worked. So far, the trees are
growing like crazy so they must be sucking up lots
of water!

Preserving Bison
Hide-Fleshing

By Mike VanDynHoven

To preserve a hide, it must be fleshed and salted.
If you do not properly flesh a hide it could lose its hair,
rot or disintegrate the hide.
All meat and fat must be
removed for the salt to
preserve the hide. The
traditional way of fleshing is
with a fleshing beam and
fleshing knives.

This can be a slow and
meticulous process that has
worked.

I have used a more efficient method that takes less
effort. A power washer does an excellent job of
fleshing.  I have used both the electric and the gas
powered. I have always fleshed the hides on the lawn
so it does not cut through the hide.

After the hide is
completely fleshed it
needs to be salted and
dried. A 4'X8' sheet of
plywood set at about
45° works well. Lay the
hide in the center, salt
with coarse salt. Soften-
er salt works very well.
Fold the sides into the
center and rub them into
the salt.

Moisture will run out the bottom. Once it is dried
well, a month or so, it can be rolled and stored for
processing. Hides prepared this way will stay good

indefinitely, if they
are kept dry. The
hide is rawhide at
this point. In this
condition they could
be sent to a tannery
to be turned into
leather.

Make fleshing
easier with a power
washer.
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Registration for the Fall Conference
And Annual Membership Meeting

Name(s)

Address

Phone Number

E-Mail Address

Registration Fees  Early Bird Special $40 if signed up and paid by 10/10/2022.
Late registration $50 if signed up after 10/10/22.

(Registration fee includes Friday social;
Saturday continental breakfast, lunch, snacks and dinner.

Fees also include Sunday’s ranch tour. Hotel and bar are not included in the fee.)

Payment Enclosed ___________  Bill Me ___________

Send registration and payment to:

Mandy Hein
2874 Spring Drive
Rhinelander, WI 54501

Hotel Reservations can be made at the Hilton Garden Inn Wausau, 151401 County Road
NN, Wausau, WI 54401. The reservation phone number is: 715-298-5775. WBPA has
blocked rooms for this conference. Lodging rooms are as follows:

 King Rooms: $135/night
 Queen Rooms: $145/night

Make sure to mention that you are with the Wisconsin Bison Producers Association
attending the conference to get this group rate.
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Rebecca Ries
W2749 Golf Course Road

Mt. Calvary, WI 53057
bluestembison@gmail.com

Bison
Processing
Plants
By Patrick Ries

In our July 2022
newsletter, I listed the
processing plants for
bison that are state
inspected. I have
taken that list and
added US inspected
plants to produce the
map shown below.
I hope this helps in
your search for
processing plants.


